We present an evaluator for navigational XPath on Xml streams with projection. The idea is to project away those parts of an Xml stream that are irrelevant for evaluating a given XPath query. This task is relevant for processing Xml streams in general since all Xml standard languages are based on XPath. The best existing streaming algorithm for navigational XPath queries runs nested word automata. Therefore, we develop a projection algorithm for nested word automata, for the first time to the best of our knowledge. It turns out that projection can speed up the evaluation of navigational XPath queries on Xml streams by a factor of 4 in average on the usual XPath benchmarks.
Introduction
Projection is most relevant for efficient Xml processing algorithms, as shown for in-memory evaluators for XQuery in [11] and for a fragment of in XPath [10] . The projection algorithm for XQuery runs in Saxon [7] , today's most used Xml processing tool. Projection algorithms for the in-memory evaluation of Xslt are missing though.
The objective of the present paper is to initiate the development of projection algorithms for processing Xml streams. Given that a single program written in one of the Xml standards XQuery, Xslt, or XProc contains a collection of XPath queries, we are interested in the evaluation of a collection of XPath queries on a single input stream. The parsing time can be shared between many XPath queries, and thus be should counted seperately. Therefore, we are mainly interested in the parsing-free time for query evaluation. Note however, that the parsing-free time for a single query is often dominated by the parsing time.
We will restrict ourselves to projection for navigational XPath queries, since these are fundamental to all others. For instance, in order to check whether the root of a tree has at least 5 a-children, all other children of the root can be projected. The computation of the projection still requires to read the entire input tree, but the time for this can be shared similarly to the parsing time.
The most efficient evaluation algorithm for navigational XPath queries on Xml streams so far was presented in [2] . Similarly to many recent evaluation algorithms for XPath on Xml streams [9, 12, 6] , it is based on the compilation of navigational XPath queries to nested word automata (Nwas) [1] . Given that Xml streams are nested words, Nwas provide a canonical formalism for defining algorithms on Xml streams. This leads to highly efficient algorithms based on first principles as argued in [2] : In particular, one can rely on the nondeterminism of Nwas to express XPath queries with recursive axes, such as "descendant" or "following", and then use on-the-fly determinization for their evaluation. The evaluation of an XPath query can then be reduced to running an Nwa on all possible answer candidates. Furthermore, the runs of multiple answer candidates in the same state can be shared.
Projection for finite automata is well known [5, 10] . It amounts to project away all letters of the input word that do not change the state. Projection for Nwas is more tedious, since such automata have a stack by which they can pass information from opening tags to corresponding closing tags. Therefore, one cannot simply project an opening tag away without taking care of the corresponding closing tag. Our idea is that a projected nested word should contain jump symbols i . . . for projected factors, where the integer i stands for the excess of the factor, i.e., the difference between the number of opening and closing tags. We present projection nested word automata ( PNwas), a kind of mixed pushdown and counting automata, that input projected nested words which beside others contain integers as letters. These integers allow the automaton to compute the depth of the current node of the tree at any time, and also the excess of the last jump. Conversely, a projection of a nested word with respect to a given Nwa can be computed by any corresponding PNwa. It may be surprising, but it turns out there may exist different PNwas with maximal projection for the same Nwa. Therefore, our projection algorithm has to make its choices.
We then lift Nwa projection to the evaluation of navigational XPath queries on Xml streams. It turns out that the parsing-free time for query answering is reduced by a factor of 4 on average on the usual XPathMark benchmark compared to the previously existing algorithm [2] . Outline. In Section 2, we recall Nwas and their usage for XPath evaluation on Xml streams. In Section 3, we introduce PNwas. In Section 4, we introduce notions of irrelevant labels and prefixes of nested words for states of Nwas. In Section 5, we use them to project Nwas to PNwas. In Section 6, we present our experimental results for XPath evaluation on Xml streams. Finally we provide an appendix, which contains additional examples of PNwas, an extension of Nwa projection for node selection, and the collection of queries used in our experiments.
Nested Word Automata
We recall the definition of Nwas, while pointing out the close relationship between nested words and Xml streams.
Let Σ be a finite alphabet. Let P Σ be the set of parenthesis with labels in Σ, that is the set of opening tags a and closing tags /a where a ∈ Σ. A nested word over Σ is a word over P Σ which is well-balanced, so that any opening tag a can be assigned to a unique corresponding closing tag /a , and vice versa, and such that the initial opening tag of the word corresponds to the closing tag at its end. Our nested words are more restricted than in the general case [1] , in that internal symbols are omitted, corresponding opening and closing tags must have the same label, and initial opening tags cannot be closed before the end.
An Xml stream is a nested word that is obtained by linearizing an unranked tree in document order. This is a strong simplification of the Xml data model, in that we ignore data values (internal symbols) and the different types of nodes (text, element, attribute, etc). An example of an unranked tree is given in Fig. 1 . The Xml stream obtained by linearizing this unranked tree into a nested word is given in Fig. 2 . It should be mentioned that we cannot assume any a priori knowledge on the set of tags of an Xml document in practice (where no Xml schemas are available). Instead, the finite alphabet Σ is determined by the tags appearing in the XPath query of interest [2] .
An Nwa is a pushdown automaton on nested words [1] , whose stack is "visible" in the sense that only a single symbol is pushed at opening events and popped at closing events. Here we assume that Nwas are early [2] , so that whenever a final state is reached, any continuation completing the nested word will be accepted. More formally, an (early) Nwa is a tuple A = (Σ, Q, I, F, Γ, R) where Σ is a finite alphabet, Q a finite set of states with subsets I, F ⊆ Q of initial and final states, Γ a finite set of stack symbols, and R is a set of transition rules of the following two types, where q, q ′ ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ, and γ ∈ Γ :
Open: q a ↓γ −−−→ q ′ . When processing an opening tag a , γ is pushed onto the stack, and the state is changed from q to q ′ .
When processing a closing tag /a , γ is popped from the stack and the state is changed from q to q ′ .
A configuration of an Nwa is a word in QΓ * consisting of a state q ∈ Q and a stack S ∈ Γ * . A run of an Nwa on a nested word w ∈ P * Σ is a function r that maps prefixes w ′ of w to configurations. The initial configuration must contain an initial state and the empty stack, i.e. r(ǫ) ∈ I. The Nwa then rewrites this configuration: for any prefix w ′ p of w, r(w ′ p) is produced from r(w ′ ) by applying some rules consuming tag p ∈ P Σ . A run on w is successful if r(w) ∈ F , i.e. if it reaches at the end a final state and the empty stack. Since we assume early Nwas, any run reaching a configuration with a final state on some prefix of a nested word can always be continued into a successful run. The language L(A) of an Nwa A is the set of all nested words that permit a successful run by A.
An Nwa is called deterministic if it is deterministic as a pushdown automaton. Note that Nwas can always be determinized [1] in contrast to more general pushdown automata. Our streaming algorithms will determinize Nwas constructed from XPath expressions on the fly (as explained in [2] ), so that we will only have to project deterministic Nwas but this while creating them on the fly.
An example for a deterministic Nwas is given in Fig. 3 . It defines the XPath filter [//a/b] which accepts all Xml trees that contain some a-descendant with a b-child. Rules containing label sets represent sets of rules, one for each label. Node selection XPath queries can be compiled to deterministic Nwas in a similar manner [2] by adding variables to the alphabet. This requires few but some extensions for Nwa projection that will be discussed in Section B of the appendix.
Projection NWAs
We next introduce projected nested words. Let N be the set of natural numbers, N 0 = N ⊎ {0}, and Z the set of integers. For any unranked tree, we are interested in the binary node relations child ch, descendant ch + , n-th grand parents ch −n where n ∈ N, descendants of n-th grand parents ch −n /ch + , children of n-th grand parents ch −n /ch, and stay at self. So let:
A projected nested word is a word whose letters are jump symbols i . . . where i ∈ Z and jump targets p@r where p ∈ P Σ and r ∈ Rels. We write P ... Σ for the set of all these letters. We assume that any jump target is proceeded by a jump symbol that indicates the excess of the jump, that is the depth difference in the tree or equivalently, the difference of the numbers of opening and closing tags in the nested word. We also assume that projected nested words are well-nested up to jumping.
Two examples for projected nested words are given in Fig. 4 . Both are valid descriptions of the nested word in Fig. 2 : pw 1 projects to the letters drawn in blue, while pw 2 projects to the letters drawn in green. As we will see, both projections can be obtained from the Nwa in Fig. 3 . Note that the initial opening pw 1 : for all a-nodes without an a-parent and all non-a-children of a-nodes keep the opening and closing tags, until the opening tag of the first match of //a/b:
for all a-nodes and all b-children of a-nodes keep the opening and closing tags, until the opening tag of the first match of //a/b: tag is always kept for technical reasons. Except of this, both projections are maximal, in that no further tags can be projected away: they just preserve enough information for deciding whether the original nested word satisfies the filter [//a/b]. Nevertheless, none of these two projections is more general than the other. The green projection pw 2 has the advantage to keep only tags with letters occurring in the XPath filter [//a/b]. The blue projection pw 1 , has the advantage to keep fewer of these tags, but therefore, it also keeps some others. The blue projection pw 1 starts with c , meaning that any matching nested word must start with c . The next factor 0 . . . a @ch + describes a nested word with excess 0 that is followed by a in descendant position, i.e., by the opening tag of an a-child of the root. The next factor 2 . . . c @ch + describes a nested word with excess 2 followed by c opening a descendant. Then 0 . . . /c @self requires to jump with excess 0 to the closing tag /c of the same node. Next, −2 . . . c @ch −3 /ch + asks to jump with excess −2 to an opening tag c of a descendant of a grand-grand-grand-parent, etc.
We next introduce PNwas as a mixture of a pushdown and a counting automaton, that receive projected nested words as input. The counting serves for updating the depths of nodes when jumping, so that the depth of the current node can always be deduced from the current stack. Whenever jumping over a projected factor, the excess of this factor is pushed. This is an integer that is popped when trying to close the jump.
Definition 1 A PNwa is a tuple A = (Σ, Q, I, F, Γ, R) like an Nwa but with different kinds of transition rules: given a ∈ Σ, γ ∈ Γ , and q, q ′ ∈ Q, there are rules of the following types in R, for changing the state from q to q ′ .
Jump to a child or a descendant: q z ... a @r ↓z↓γ
When r = ch then z must be 0, and we jump to the opening tag of an a-child and push first 0 and then γ onto the stack. When r = ch + then we jump over z descendants to the opening tag of an a-descendant, and push first z and then γ onto the stack. For short we denote this transition as q ju( a ,r,γ)
While trying to close a jump from some grand parent to some node one can rejump to another opening a-tag of a child or a descendant of the same grand parent. The excess of the jump to the first node z ′ on the stack is updated to the excess of the second node z + z ′ . Furthermore, γ is pushed. For short, we write this transition as q
Jump to the closing tag of the self node:
Jump to the closing tag of the self a-node. In this case, γ is popped from the stack.
Jump back to the jump's origin: q
When trying to close a jump, one may jump back to the closing tag of the a-node where the current jump started. The excess of −z is popped from the stack together with the symbol γ which was pushed for the non-jumped a-node. For short
When trying to close a jump, one may read a closing a-tag for which the corresponding opening a-tag was jumped, so that no stack symbol was pushed. In this case the excess of the jump on the stack must be updated from z to z − 1.
A configuration of a PNwa is a word in Q(Γ ⊎ N 0 ) * consisting of a state in Q and a stack in (Γ ⊎ N 0 ) * . A run r of a PNwa A on a projected nested word over Σ is a function that maps any prefix of the projected nested word to a configuration. The run must start in some configuration with some initial state and the empty stack, i.e., r(ǫ) ∈ I. Furthermore, for any prefix wl where l ∈ P ... Σ , the configuration r(w) must be transformed into r(wl) by applying some rule consuming letter l. A run on a projected nested word w is called successful if it eventually reaches a configuration with a final state, i.e., if r(w ′ ) ∈ F (Γ ⊎N 0 ) * for some prefix w ′ of w. The language L(A) of a PNwa A is the set of all projected nested words that permit a successful run on A.
In Fig. 5 we present PNwa A 1 that is a projection of the Nwa in Fig. 3 for the XPath filter [//a/b]. This automaton accepts the blue projection pw 1 in Fig. 4 of the nested word in Fig. 2 . A second projection of the same Nwa is given by the PNwa A 2 in Fig. 12 of the appendix. This one accepts the green projection pw 2 in Fig. 4 . Last but not least we give another example of PNwa A 3 in Section D of the appendix. It uses, in contrast to PNwas A 1 and A 2 , rules to close last jump steps. Automaton A 1 visits the opening and closing tags of all a-nodes with no a-parent, and of all non-a-children of these a-nodes, and jumps over all other nodes. Automaton A 1 accepts when the first match of [//a/b] arrives. In Fig. 6 , we illustrate a successful run of A 1 on pw 1 . The states of configurations are placed below the tags, while the stack consists of the labels on the subedges above the state. Edges between tags indicate their correspondence. Furthermore there are edges for jumps to children and descendants, where the excess is pushed, while jumps to the jump origin close the jump, and rejumps update the excess on the stack. The only exceptions are jumps to the closing tag of self nodes, where no excess is pushed. In general PNwa A 1 works as follows. It starts in the initial state q 1 , it opens the root and goes into q 2 , where either the root can be closed to q rej or where it can jump over b and c nodes to the opening tag of an a-descendant and go to q 3 . There are 3 possibilities depending on what happens first: (1) close the a-node, and go to q 2 [q 2 ], (2) jump down over a sequence of a-nodes to the opening tag of a c-descendant and go to q 2 , or (3) jump down over a sequence of a-nodes to the opening tag of a b-descendant and accept in q 4 . In state q 2 a c-node with a sequence of a-grand parents can be closed to q 3 [q 3 ]. The sequence of a-grand parents consists of a sequence of jumped a-nodes and one not jumped a-node π at the top. Continuing depending on what comes first, the following can happen in q 3 [q 3 ]: (1) jump back to the closing tag of the a-grand parent π and go to q 2 [q 2 ], (2) rejump over a sequence q L ↓ γ /L ↑ γ Fig. 7 :
of a-nodes, while staying below π, to the opening tag of a c-descendant and go to q 2 , or (3) rejump over a sequence of a-nodes, while staying below π, to the opening tag of a b-descendant, and accept in state q 4 . In state q 2 [q 2 ] there are 3 possibilities depending on what happens first: (1) rejump over a sequence of b and c nodes to the opening tag of an a-descendant and goto q 3 , while staying below a not-jumped c-grand parent with a sequence of a-grand parents if exists, (2) jump back to the closing tag of a not-jumped c-grand parent with the a-grand parents sequence if exists, or else (3) close the root to q rej . Next we are interested to evaluate a collection of PNwas obtained from deterministic Nwas on a single nested word. For this, we need to project the nested word with respect to the PNwas, and run the PNwas on the respective projected nested word. Therefore, we have to define how to project a nested word w with respect to a deterministic PNwa. More generally, we define a projection π q (w) for any suffix w of some nested word in P * Σ and state q of a PNwa A:
such that w = w ′ pw ′′ for some p ∈ P Σ and w ′ , w ′′ ∈ P * Σ , where w ′ is the shortest prefix, so that there exists a rule of A from q to q ′ consuming letter p@r for some r ∈ Rels, and i is the excess of w ′ .
Irrelevant Labels and Prefixes of Nested Words
In this section, we define properties of Nwa states which allow to skip parenthesis with irrelevant labels and irrelevant prefixes of nested words, that is prefixes of linearizations of subtrees.
Definition 2
An Nwa E can jump over parenthesis with labels in L and incoming state q -in formulas q ∈ i-label L -if there exists a stack symbol γ, such that E has all transitions shown in Fig. 7 , no other opening transition pushing γ, no other a-opening transition in q, and no other a-closing transition with γ.
If q ∈ i-label L then any sequence of letters in P L is irrelevant in state q, so that it can be removed from the nested word and replaced by a jump symbol. Consider a run of E on a nested word w and assume q ∈ i-label L . We next argue, that we can replace all letters in P L of w with ingoing state q by jump symbols, while "repairing" the run. The first point is that the state is not changed when reading such letters, so that their removal keeps the states correct. But we must also take care of the stack. If an opening tag a is removed but not the corresponding closing tag, then we have to repair the run, in order to be able to reproduce the missing stack symbol when needed. The idea is to memoize the state before jumping. Since this state does not change while jumping, one can then recompute the stack symbol that was pushed for any letter that was jumped over. Conversely, it is not possible that a closing tag /a was removed but not the corresponding opening tag, since the symbol pushed at a must be γ, and by definition of q ∈ i-label L there is no other opening transition pushing γ than that started in q.
Definition 3
An Nwa E in state q can jump over prefixes of nested words (subtrees) that start in L , do not contain letters in P L ′ , and either end with the closing tag of the subtree's root or with a letter in L ′ , if there exist three different stack symbols γ, γ ′ , γ ′′ and a state q ′ such that the transitions shown in Fig. 8 exist, but no further opening transitions with γ, no further transitions with γ ′ , and no further opening transitions in q ′ for L ′ , and no further closing transition in q for L popping γ. In this case, we write q ∈ i-tree L\L ′ and call q a state of irrelevant subtrees.
In the easiest case where q ∈ i-tree L\∅ one can jump over nested words linearizing subtrees, with incoming state q and labels in L only. When opening the root of the subtree, the state changes to q ′ and stays there until closing the root and going back to q. So the removal of the subtree does not change the state globally. In this case, the full nested word of the subtree is read, so the stack difference is zero. In the case where L ′ = ∅ it is more tricky to repair the run, in order to deal with missing stack symbols. But it remains possible, since the state used within the subtree does not change, so that it can be memoized and so that missing stack symbols can be recomputed at closing time.
For illustration, we have annotated the state of the Nwa in Fig. 3 with the properties that they satisfy. It turns out that state q 3 satisfies both properties i-label {a} and i-tree {c}\{a} , but that we cannot perform the two corresponding projections at the same time. When choosing projection with i-label {a} we obtain the PNwa A 1 from Fig. 5 , and when choosing projection with i-tree {c}\{a} we obtain PNwa A 2 of the appendix.
Projection from Nwas to PNwas
We show how to project deterministic Nwas E to a PNwa A. For any state q of E, we chose a projection property choice(p), which is either i-label L or i-tree L\L ′ for some sets L, L ′ ⊆ Σ. Note that i-label ∅ can always be assigned, so that this assumption can always be satisfied, but not always in a unique manner.
Any state of A is either a state of q of E or a pair of states of E that we write as q[q ′ ]. Such a pair means that one is in state q and that on the top of the stack is a jump symbol i that was pushed from a jump over i descendants that started in state q ′ . Any stack symbol of A is either a stack symbol γ of E or a pair written as γ[q] of a stack symbol and a state of E. γ serves as the stack symbol that was pushed before at opening tags, while q is the state where a previous jump started. Whenever such a pair γ[q] is on the stack then the symbol below is always a jump symbol i that was pushed by a jump over i descendants that started in state q. The sets of initial and final states remain unchanged.
Every transition rule of E gives rise to a possible empty set of transition rules of A, according to rules I-VII in Fig. 9 . In PNwa A 1 from Fig. 5 we annotated transitions accordingly. Transitions from an initial state are translated to nonjumping transitions that open the root. If choice(q) = i-label L , then all looping transitions required by i-label L are removed. The other opening transitions starting from q are translated to jumping and rejumping transitions to descendants and descendants of grand parents. If choice(q) = i-tree L\∅ then the opening and closing L transitions, and looping transitions required by i-tree L\∅ are removed. The other opening transitions starting from q are translated to jumping and rejumping rules to children and children of grand parents. If choice(q) = i-tree L→L ′ then the opening and closing L transitions, and looping transitions required by i-tree L→L ′ are removed. All other transitions with opening tag a ∈ L ′ departing q are translated to jumping and rejumping rules for descendants. Closing transitions are translated to six rules: Two rules to close self nodes, two rules to jump back to jump's origins, and two last rules that close parents in a state q[q ′′ ] for q = q ′′ . Those states do not allow to rejump, since the previous jump started in a different state q ′′ than the current state q, and therefore they also do not allow to jump back to the jump's origin. For these states opening and closing transitions are translated as indicated, while recomputing stack symbols, that have not been pushed for jumped grand parents.
Proposition 1 (Soundness) Let E be a deterministic Nwa E with initial state q 0 and A be a PNwa obtained from E by our projection algorithm. It then holds for any nested word w that w ∈ L(E) if and only if π q0 (w) ∈ L(A).
Experiments
We implemented Nwa projection within the QuiXPath system [3] and tested it on the (revised) XPathMark query set [4] for navigational queries as listed in Fig. 16 of the appendix. As argued in the introduction, it is most natural to measure the efficiency in parsing-free time which can be measured as described in [2] .
In a first experiment, we start from the best existing XPath evaluator on Xml streams so far which is based on Nwas [2] (see there for comparisons to alternative tools by [7, 12] and others), and enhance it with projection. The results are presented in Fig. 10 for a 559 MB XPathMark document. It turns out that projection reduces the parsing-free running time for this query set by a factor of 4.3, which is a major improvement, in particular when evaluating many XPath queries in parallel as needed for streaming Xslt or XQuery programs. In our second experiment, we compare the overall running time of our PNwa evaluator of XPath queries on Xml streams with Saxon's in-memory evaluator [7]. For each of our queries, we compare the full running times including parsing, when evaluating the query n-times. The results are given in Fig. 11 . It turns out that QuiXPath with projection for Nwas can answer on average a query up to 12 times in parallel, in no more time than needed by Saxon for the same task. One observes that running less than 12 queries in parallel with PNwas is a lot quicker than running them with Saxon, mostly due to the expensive in-memory tree creation. But when running more than 12 queries on small documents, the advantage of in-memory evaluation takes over. Indeed, without the time for parsing and in-memory tree construction, Saxon in-memory evaluation is still faster by a factor 20 in average than streaming with PNwas. With the improvements of the present paper, it now seems possible that stream processing can become more efficient than in-memory evaluation in practice in the future.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have developed a projection algorithm for evaluation navigational XPath queries on Xml streams. The next step will be to lift this algorithm to all of XPath 3.0. We believe that this can be done by decomposing general XPath queries into a network of navigational XPath queries. Such a decomposition underlies the implementation of XPath 3.0 in our QuiXPath tool [3] , which is unpublished so far. Once this is done, one can hope to lift our XPath projection to Xslt and XQuery, by using X-Fun as an intermediate language [8] . 
A Second Projection
A second projection of the Nwa from Fig. 3 is given by the PNwa A 2 in Fig. 12 . The choice taken for state q 3 was i-tree {c}\{a} . A successful run of A 2 on pw 2 from Fig. 4 is illustrated in Fig. 13 .
B Node Selection
Node selection as needed for typical XPath queries requires some extensions to our work presented here, which we will discuss in the following. A node selection query over some alphabet Σ maps an unranked tree t over Σ to some subset of nodes of t. Let us consider the unranked tree with the corresponding nested word in Fig. 14, while following the Xml syntax. The tree represents a Xml library, in which a single node has a label which is annotated by a fixed variable x, meaning that this node is to be tested for selection by an Nwa that answers a given XPath query. Such x-annotations can be computed in streaming mode by the XPath query answering algorithm in [2] .
The idea is that an Nwa should only test whether a candidate node will be selected, but not generate the candidate by itself. The set of label alphabet of such Nwas is set to Σ = {a, a x | a ∈ Σ ′ } for some Σ ′ . An example is the Nwa in Fig. 15 , which defines the XPath query library/book/title, which selects all title-nodes in a tree, whose parent is a book -node, and whose grand parent is the library-root. It accepts the nested word of Fig. 14, where the title tag is annotated, and thereby selects the corresponding title node in the library without the x annotation. For sake of completeness, we assume a sink state q rej in the Nwas, which allows for early rejection: whenever reached by a deterministic Nwa the run will fail on the completed tree. Transitions with annotated labels going to q rej allow then to reject candidates that will fail early.
Due to the new alphabet with annotated labels, we need to adapt the definitions of i-label and i-tree: Loops at states q in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are allowed only for non-annotated labels, i.e. labels l ∈ Σ ′ for Σ = {a, a x | a ∈ Σ ′ }, while transitions with annotated labels must go to q rej . The last condition is necessary, since otherwise candidates would not fail, and would need to be created instead. Then it would not allow to replace certain runs on factors of nested words to runs on smaller factors. In other words, our compiler from Nwas to PNwas is correct only for the extended definition of properties of states of Nwas over signatures with annotated labels.
C XPathMark Query Set
We use the revised XPathMark query set [4] 1 . 
D Recomputing Stack Symbols
In Fig. 17 we give a deterministic Nwa for XPath filter [//a/following-sibling::b]. A PNwa A 3 for the same query is depicted in Fig. 21 . A successful run of A 3 on projected nested word pw 3 from Fig. 20 is illustrated in Fig. 22 Fig. 19 : The nested word that corresponds to the unranked tree in Fig. 18 . 
